I Called It – Again

By Anna Von Reitz

Yesterday, I explained why the election scandal and all the rest of it including the “China virus” is a transparent and rather badly done British Op connected to Huawei and HSBC and their Canadian crime syndicates.

And at the time, I hadn’t even seen this goodie--- Lord Mark Malloch-Brown, former UN Deputy Secretary General, principal of the Dominion-Smartmatic vote rigging enterprise.

Leave it to a British Lord to have his hands in every dirty thing imaginable.

Not that I needed such a gross and blatant confirmation of all my surmises and then some, but unless you have the IQ of a stump, you will note that the British Intelligence Community has stripped naked and waved a red flag at you.

It could not possibly be more obvious and clear-cut. Yes, they rigged our elections and a lot of other elections, too. Their barmy, hairy backsides are hanging out of the closet for everyone to see. Grandma can only sniff her disapproval and distaste.

They could at least come up with something novel, something intelligent, but no.

They also had to unveil their candidate for the position of Antichrist with all the finesse of a large cheese stuffed-crust pizza.

Malloch equals Molloch, just as the transliteration of “hot” equals “haht”.

So there you have it, a nefarious vote rigging British despot named after the baby-eating, fire-breathing Babylonian “god”. You could, I suppose paint a sign, “Antichrist” and hang it around his neck and hold a press conference.

We’d have to be really dull to miss that point, and also too dull if we didn’t also already connect this very same “god” with their bizarre London Olympic procession of hooded figures circling the giant effigy of a dead baby in a coffin, and also their efforts to mischaracterize millions of Americans as “infant decedents” based on falsified and fraudulently constructed birth registrations.

Uh-duh.

Yes, well, it’s a whole cloth. You have to give it that. The dead baby theme runs throughout.

And now the big question is— who in their right mind is going to put up with this?
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